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”Open Science Leads to Surprising


























Open Science Coordination by
The Federation of Finnish Learned Societies
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CSC – IT Centre for Science Ltd.
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Fairdata.fi – Tools for Scientists provided by CSC
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Qvain – Research Data Metadata Tool
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Fairdata Storage: IDA
§ Free for Finnish unis etc.
§ Quotas per organization
§ Staging = manage files freely; prepare for freezing
§ Freezing = Identifiers, checksums, metadata creation, extra backup, 
sharing. If deleted, tombstone will remain. 
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Digital Preservation — Reserach Data & 
Cultural Heritage Data Together
§ Shared hardware and software solution
§ Different service models and channels
§ Shared technical specification
§ Acceped file fromats
§ Metadata requirements




Etsin — Dataset Finder
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Helsinki University Data Support
§ Storage solutions
§ Management, DMP support








The National Library supports on ontologies, Persistent





Juuli — portal to research publications metadata
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§ Open Science coordination https://avointiede.fi/en
§ CSC https://research.csc.fi/
§ Fairdata.fi https://www.fairdata.fi/en/
§ Digital Preservation http://www.digitalpreservation.fi/en
§ FSD: https://www.fsd.uta.fi/en/
§ University of Helsinki 
https://www.helsinki.fi/en/research/research-
environment/research-data-management
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Tack!
esa-pekka.keskitalo@helsinki.fi
@keskitalo
